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Deborah writes: 

It’s an enormous privilege to be taking
on Co-Chair of Green Christian as we
enter challenging and turbulent times.
Despite the challenges there are also
many exciting opportunities for Green
Christian, in speaking into the
increasingly-urgent environmental and
climate issues of our day.

I discovered Green Christian around 20 years ago, when I was
given one of the newsletters by a friend. I joined immediately,
delighted to find a community of Christians who understood
the importance of caring for Creation.  I first attended a
retreat in 2006, and still remember my overwhelming feeling
of relief, that I had somehow found “my people” – I didn’t have
to explain myself, being so used to blank stares about the
environment from Christians, and blank stares about
Christianity from environmental activists. Here was a place I
could truly be myself, and where I have found strength and
fellowship.

I hope Green Christian will always be that place for all of us.
Please keep in touch with us via the website and e-news, and
come to our events, if you can, and bring friends. We are
happy to provide speakers for your Church events too, where
possible.
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George writes:

Looking back, I can’t recall how I
discovered in 2007 that Christian
Ecology Link (as it was then called)
was about to celebrate its first 25
years, but what I do remember is the
impact attending the event had on me
– and the grateful tears that I spilled
over the following week as I realised
that there were other Christians who

held equally deep feelings about Creation care. 

And now, 12 years on from that celebratory event, the world
is so much more aware of what has become a crisis
emergency. And that places an ongoing challenge for us as
Christians – to keep going and hold dear the four disciplines
of the Green Christian Way of Life – daily prayer, living gently,
getting actively involved in public campaigns and community
events and, at all times, encouraging each other.

Please pray for Deborah and me as we jointly succeed Paul in
the Chair’s role, a role to which he brought such prophetic
creativity and leadership.

Looking forward to meeting you at future GC events. Your
contributions, however seemingly large or small, will always
be welcomed!

Editorial

Commissioning Editor
Clare Redfern

Geese have flown into this issue of Green Christian – there
are two that went wandering on a community farm, and in our
short story, some Egyptian geese show us some creative
climate communication. I am currently living on Iona, and I see
wild geese almost daily. They race across the island slicing
through the sky. Or grazing by the shore, quietly camouflaged,
they suddenly rise up, raucous and startling, if I disturb them
when out walking.

The wild goose, with its brooding presence, yet untamed
energy, has become a symbol of the Holy Spirit in Celtic
spirituality. They reflect both a nurturing grace that
encourages and inspires us, maybe to persist with a difficult
task or situation, but also the fierce Spirit of truth that can
challenge us to change our path, and rise up to new
adventures. How else, to use Aldo Leopold’s phrase (see 
p 9), can we respond to a “world of wounds”? 

Honesty about the woundedness of our world, and about our
complicity in that, characterises what we do in Green
Christian. We are open about our flaws and failings in
responding, yet are finding creative ways to move forward, as
this issue of the magazine makes clear. It could be the
everyday challenge of trying to change our shopping habits or
deciding where, or even whether, to bother nesting (if you’re
a goose that is).  

After 15 years of visionary leadership, Paul Bodenham (our
“Chair”), is standing down. He writes about the initiatives
which have taken flight during these years, but focuses with
typical transparency, on the challenges of the present.
Because we are living in deeply troubling times: climate
chaos, environmental degradation, political and cultural
upheaval. Wounds can heal, yet the heart-sinking finality of the
word “extinction” speaks of another level of destruction; this
issue does not promise easy reading on every page. 

It does however provide some profound reflections on the
meaning that hope has for us as people of faith. As Hannah
Malcolm in “Faith, Hope, Urgency” (p9) suggests: “Feeling
hopeful has very little to do with being hopeful. We identify
ourselves as hopeful people by the choices we make, by the
decision to live as though we are bringing in a new Creation.”

First let’s introduce our new Co-Chairs, Deborah Tomkins and
George Dow.
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Ihave just stood down after 15 years as
Chair of Green Christian – that’s too
long for any organisation to have the

same person in the role.   So it’s time for
change, and I’m delighted to report that
George Dow and Deborah Tomkins are
taking over as Co-Chairs.  George will
oversee the governance and
management of the charity, and Deborah
will be the point of contact for partner
organisations and the media. I wish them
both the same deep joy and sense of
privilege as the role has given me.   

I have been asked to share something of
my experience of the journey from 2004
– not just as Chair of Green Christian,
but in the Christian environmental
movement generally.  Looking back
makes me aware not just of how much
has been achieved, but also how much
more remains to be done. In that time
we founded Operation Noah and stood it
on its own feet.  More recently we have
initiated the new economics
programme, Joy in Enough.  The
“ecocell” programme of a decade ago
helped us discern a Way of Life, whose
fourfold discipline of prayer, lifestyle,
witness and encouragement now
underpins all that we do in building

community and developing strategy. We
have been, and continue to be, a
meeting place for many wonderful
people – members, partners, Church
leaders, campaigners, NGOs and media
– but there are never enough hours in
the day to do as much as we’d like.

Green Christian and organisations like it
are more necessary now than ever, but
not in the way we might hitherto have
thought.  It seems humanity has reached
the moment of reckoning which science
and “the Green movement” have always
said was coming.  Climate and
ecological breakdown are unfolding in
real time.  The assumptions and
expectations on which our civilisation
rests are turning on us and now threaten
destruction.  Realities which once were
solid are dissolving around us.  The
future we took for granted is out of our
hands, and we cannot know what will
take its place.  This meta-crisis is
challenging us to rethink even faith itself.

Amid all this tribulation, Green Christian
will continue to be many things – a
community, a charity, a pressure group,
a pocket think-tank, a crucible of ideas,
a movement.  If I were to sum up the role

I feel Green Christian plays, it is with the
image of a hinge.  We are people who
hear the gospel’s call to bear the weight
of history, span its height and depth, and
offer our heart and our bones as
linchpins for change.

The characteristic I have particularly
appreciated about my fellow members
and Trustees is their “pluck”.  For an
organisation of minimal paid staff and
about 800 members, we are not huge,
but we aim to be effective.  We are the
grit in the oyster of the institutional
Church, thinkers of the unthinkable,
provokers and pioneers wherever there
is temptation to settle or collude.
Activists have a reputation for being self-
righteous and off-putting.  But like it or
not, we do not “know best” and can’t
afford to give the impression that we do.
All we can be sure of now is the not
knowing.  As the first of Alcoholics
Anonymous’ twelve steps puts it: “We
admitted we were powerless over our
addiction – that our lives had become
unmanageable”. 

I am looking forward to continuing with
Green Christian to map the strange land
which opens up when we accept the

Beyond hope and despair    
Paul Bodenham, outgoing Chair of Green Christian, looks back over the last 15
years, and forwards to the future.
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For what I have received
May the Lord make me truly thankful.
For what I am about to witness
May the Lord make me.

From Prayer by Moniczka Kowalczyk-Krol 



current chosen trajectory of collapse.
As it was for the first followers of Jesus,
it is Good Friday without any certainty of
an Easter.  You might think I am giving up
hope in saying that.  You might want to
admonish me that despair is a sin.  But
let me explain what the hope is that I am
giving up.

I now see that the hope I once espoused
was in fact a strategy of avoidance,
psychologically motivated and theo-
logically constructed, because I feared
my own anxieties – and ultimately that
archetypal loss, death itself.  Now I have
accepted that, I find myself moving
beyond both hope and despair, to a
place where neither the past nor the
future dictate the terms for action, but
action comes naturally all the same.

Beyond that threshold I find a new kind
of hope, free from the future and free for
the future.  There is a greater clarity of
mind, poverty of spirit, and freedom of
manoeuvre.  I can’t claim that my
motives are any “better” for this, but I do
feel that their amalgam has less of the
self-interest and anxiety which were
there beforehand. Is that hope?  I don’t
see why not.

I don’t think I am the only person
experiencing this shift in consciousness,
awakening to regenerative collapse.  I
can hear it in conversations within
Extinction Rebellion, and in the silences
where conversations about climate
change, tail off or swerve.  Finding the
words is hard, and the scope for
misunderstanding is seemingly endless,
but forging a new language for these
times is necessary work.

Many people experience it as a journey
of grief – and it is not lost on me that my
own awakening happened after the last
of my parents died.  But for me the
closest parallel is coming out.  Like
many LGBT people (especially
Christians), I grew up in the shadow of an
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existential threat.  I coped by denying
reality, which put me in an emotional
deep-freeze until my mid-20s.  But the
truth is never entirely lost.  Eventually I
found the courage to seek help, and to
climb out of denial.  Nothing prepared
me for the explosion of love, life and
colour which followed. 

The rewards of embracing the precious
and precarious truth of our times are
more ambivalent, but the experience is

Paul Bodenham is
programme leader for
social action in the Catholic
Diocese of Nottingham.
Having retired as Chair of
Green Christian he is
focusing on “Borrowed

Time”, a project to develop pastoral care for the
climate emergency.
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Prayer by Moniczka Kowalczyk-Krol

They keep repeating that
We are made for these times.

I am not made for these times.
My courage weighs less than a robin’s egg
Its shell is as tender as childhood milk

I am not made for these times 
The light I carry is not a bright beacon
It is a guttering candle casting shadows on the walls of my room

I am not made for these times
My bones feel as awkward as a summer depression
They seek shelter in the old dark places of the earth

I am not made for these times
My heart is a trembling bird 
Beating its wings at the reflection in an unfamiliar window

I am not made for these times 
My words fall like dying stars
And catch like burrs on the coat of my tongue

For what I have received
May the Lord make me truly thankful
For what I am about to witness
May the Lord make me.

(with permission) 

just as transformative.  I hope you find
your membership of Green Christian
gives you the courage it gives me, and I
wish you the same rewards. ■
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LOAF – a sideshow of a sideshow?
Steve Levett considers

Lawrence of Arabia, famous for
involvement in the Arab revolt
against the Turks during World

War One, somewhat sardonically
described those war time goings on as
a “sideshow of a sideshow”. Whatever
may have been achieved in the Arabian
campaign was ultimately of marginal
importance; the activity that really
mattered was going on in the trenches
of Europe.

This year, inspired by a rather faded
old Geen Christian poster in our coffee
bar area encouraging us to think LOAF
(Local, Organic, Animal Friendly, Fair
Trade) in our eating, I decided to set
myself the challenge of writing a
resource for use during Lent.

Preparing the material I found plenty of
good theological and biblical
underpinnings for taking LOAF
seriously, as an integral part of
Christian discipleship. For example
shopping locally as an expression of
loving our neighbour (certainly our
neighbourhood); buying organic as an
interpretation of offering a Sabbath to
the land as found in Leviticus 25;
animal friendliness as a way of valuing
something God sees as good (Genesis
1) and buying Fair Trade as an
application of the justice the prophets
repeatedly called on God’s people to
display (eg Isaiah 58). 

Throughout Lent I took opportunities to
preach on these themes. However, in

the post-Easter period after addressing
a matter unrelated to LOAF someone
said to me “I’m glad you have got back
to preaching the gospel.”Clearly this
person thought all this LOAF talk is a
sideshow, even a distraction from the
real business of Christian living. I
myself have been left with the nagging
question – is LOAF simply a sideshow
of a sideshow? 

Personally I am convinced that I, and
most other Christians, need to undergo
what Pope Francis (in his encyclical,
Laudato Si’) calls an “ecological
conversion”. We are undoubtedly
facing a climate crisis, and a
biodiversity crisis. We need to be
reducing our carbon emissions. The
question is what part does LOAF play in
addressing these issues?  Is it a
sideshow distracting us from areas
where we could make other changes
for better gains or greater reductions?
Bigger ticket carbon-reducing items
include to stop flying, drive an
(electric) car less, change to green
energy, get rid of plastics and biggest
of all – don’t have children!? 

In terms of reducing carbon emissions
LOAF is good, but not in itself enough.
And in these critical circumstances, if
you salve your conscience by
satisfying yourself with doing a few
good things but not the best, could the
good actually become the enemy of
the best? However, let’s also remember
that shopping locally reduces travel
miles, and reducing meat consumption
is also undoubtedly critical in reducing
C02e emissions. Putting LOAF
principles into practice is definitely
part of combatting climate change;

©2019 Green Christian

Illustration Credit: © ellie redfern
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Steve Levett is
Superintendent Minister of
the Bromsgrove and
Redditch Circuit of the
Methodist Church. Steve’s
Lent LOAF Reflections can
be found at

https://greenchristian.org.uk/new-loaf-for-lent-
course/  or email: revlev66@gmail.com
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likewise buying organic is important in
helping to protect biodiversity. 

But how to answer those who say
whatever actions we take as individuals
in the UK is irrelevant; the real decisive
action is down to the UK Government,
and even more so the decisions of big
C02e emitting nations like the USA,
China, India, Russia? My answer is that
when there is a surge from “below” this
can play a big part in challenging those
“above” to act more boldly in public
policy. The so called Green Surge in
some recent elections, the Extinction
Rebellion and Youth Strikes for Climate
Emergency protests, and the response
of some legislatures to declare a

Climate Emergency are encouraging
signs. 

For my part am I all talk and no action?
Currently I’m still driving a petrol car,
enjoying meat, and often shopping for
bargains at Aldi! Despite my growing
convictions regarding the importance
of LOAF and other initiatives for
authentic discipleship, wholeness of
the community and good of the planet,
is it practically still a sideshow in my
own life? If I’m honest the answer might
be yes, but I hope I’m moving in the
right direction. I find I’m now often
thinking LOAF, so conversion has
started in my mind. I find myself almost
weekly in our local independent Zero

Waste shop, and end up spending
about £20 a week on animal friendly
and organic products I never even
considered before. So repentance has
begun in my wallet. Perhaps
conversion always takes a while. I’m
hopeful I will yet become a Green
Christian! ■

Dear Editor,

Keith Bradshaw`s letter (last issue) encouraged us to write to our MPs (to stop subsidising the meat industry and
recommend reduced meat consumption). I agree with much of what he says, but I think that meat-eating (and
reducing it) is often dealt with simplistically, as is dairy intake. For example for me, it is important for my pre-
osteoporosis to keep my dairy intake fairly high.

Regarding meat-eating, we cannot talk about reducing consumption for the sake of the planet without distinguishing
between differently-reared animals.  There is all the difference between pasture-fed cattle and sheep on the hills and
intensively-reared chickens and grain or soya-fed cattle, for example. 

Yes, even the livestock on hills produce methane, and that is bad for the planet (as indeed are our cars, aeroplanes,
and our unsustainable population). But without outdoor bred, grazing animals, the biodiversity of the soil and wider
eco-system would suffer. Soil quality depends very much on what these animals bring to it! Grazing animals bring
poo! Why is this important?  I always remember a farmer in the Yorkshire Dales telling me that their swallows moved
on when their animals were culled because of foot and mouth. Far fewer insects for them.

Here’s what the farmer from the RSPB farm, Aoradh, at Loch Gruinart, reports  “Our livestock are our frontline
conservationists playing a huge role in giving nature a home... The cattle constantly provide ubiquitous ‘cow pats’,
micro-habitats for over-wintering dung beetle larvae and ‘leatherjackets’, the larval form of the crane fly, which form
the (rare) chough’s diet of choice.  Manure produced by our cattle is also used for the creation of corncrake
corridors; and close-crop grazing promotes the growth and availability of devil’s-bit scabious, the plant upon which
the caterpillars of the marsh fritillary butterfly feed”. 

“Eat less meat!”  “Livestock – our frontline conservationists”.  Hmmm, pause for thought!
Sylvia Walker, Keighley, West Yorkshire

[Ed: You can download the GC LOAF leaf regarding eating “Local, Organic, Animal-friendly, Fairtrade” at
greenchristian.org.uk/resources/loaf ] 

Letters to the Editor
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Prayer by Sam Wakeling

Rewind
decelerate
and exhale
step us back through this unwild interlude
this unnatural blaze called progress
of ticking clocks pitted against
the breathing of the seasons

Relearn
what our brief span here has been robbed of
to see, to feel, to know, to care, to believe, to pray, to play
and wonder at what is being lost
and what isn’t yet

Reverse
finding truth in words and songs
buried in us
germinating
breaking through
opening up
flowers growing their way through concrete

Revolt
bump-start an awakening
that this isn’t a question of energy
but one of power
and where it lies
not a problem of turbines
and photovoltaics
but one of headlines
and voter dynamics

Redeem
invert this self-eating kingdom
that pays for money with life
but buying back
in unequal exchange
we hand over only cash and credit
and the dream of more
to claim in return
our own hands back
filled up and running over

Repair
coming back together
binding, bonded, boundless
no more afraid of
ourselves or our neighbour 
creation untrammelled untamed
if we are to live,
we will live
rewilded

©2019 Green Christian
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70 years ago, observing the ways
humans had altered the world around
them, naturalist Aldo Leopold wrote that
“one of the penalties of an ecological
education is that one lives alone in a
world of wounds… an ecologist must
either… make believe that the
consequences of science are none of
their business, or they must be the
doctor who sees the marks of death in a
community that believes itself well and
does not want to be told otherwise.”

1
70

years on, how might Leopold measure
the truth about our wellness? 

Some of you may have followed the odd
outrage that followed the launch of the
Gregg’s vegan sausage roll – but are we
any better in Christian circles? I once sat
on the committee of a Christian carbon

literacy group. One change we made
was that lunches served should be
vegetarian or vegan. This turned out to
be controversial. I was shouted at in
public and even informed that I was an
eco-fascist. On another occasion, a
Christian group with a focus on
sustainability decided to eat only
vegetarian food in Lent. At one meal
some guests were so outraged by the
absence of meat that they bought food
to eat separately. This isn’t about the
rights and wrongs of vegetarian meals. I
share it because I learnt two things.
Firstly, never under-estimate the power
of emotional attachment to our
comforts. Most of us, even in the
Church, behave as if our privileges are
rights. Secondly, deep down, we still
believe ourselves to be well and do not

want to be told other-
wise, despite overwhelming
evidence to the contrary. So
how do we speak truth to
power in a climate crisis? Is
there a specifically Christian
way to speak this truth, and
does it go beyond a vegan
sausage roll or two? 

In Planetary Solidarity, Grace
Ji-Sun Kim writes that
“theology and doctrine have
made the rest of Creation
external to the story of God
with human beings. Climate
change brings home that
there is no such externality.” 

So let’s start with the truth
that God is Creator. Truth
about the Earth and its
health, revealed in the work

of scientists and indigenous and
subsistence communities, is truth about
something that belongs to God. If that is
our faith, then we must be defenders of
that truth. And there is the truth that we
believe in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our
Lord. This Earth where He lived and died
as one of us is holy, caught up in the
story of redemption that He invites us to
join. This is the Jesus Who showed us
the path to the kingdom in the mustard
seed, on the back of a donkey, in the
bread and the wine. Flashes, hints, of
God’s grace and character in the wild
flowers of the field and baby who
reaches out with chubby arms for
blessing. To walk with Jesus is to walk
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Faith, hope, and urgency    
Hannah Malcolm calls us to start with the truth

References:
1  A Sand County Almanac (1949) OUP

Illustration Credit: Fee Rich
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this earth, to really see it and all who live
on it, and long for its healing.

And we can long for its healing because
we believe in the forgiveness of sins.
“Sin” is not a word I hear often in activist
circles, instead emphasizing that we are
helplessly trapped in a larger system.
This is to a certain extent true, and I am
not suggesting that pointing out the sins
of individuals should be our primary
focus. But let’s ask – is there no blame
and shame in our response? The world’s
richest 10% produce half of global
carbon emissions. We are not all equal
beneficiaries of the system in which we
are trapped. This kind of sin is so
pervasive that it almost feels mundane,
and acknowledging our sinful complicity
is essential for change. Our faith
requires us to tell the truth about
ourselves and practice repentance, just
as we call corporations and
governments to repentance. If we are
not willing to address our own power,
we are not telling the truth at all. 

And we need to tell the truth about
death, the wages of our sin. We are not
about to watch a 180-degree turn
towards life. Instead, we are watching
the powers of this world cling furiously
to their wealth, drill more, build more
pipelines, and crack down on civil
disobedience – the marks of death in a
community that believes itself well. Or,
as Jeremiah puts it, “they dress the
wound of my people as though it were
not serious. Peace, peace, they say,
when there is no peace”. 

And what if our prophetic words and
actions are too little, too late? What if we
work for the protection of the oceans for
a just and equitable approach to energy,
for rewilding – what if we still fail? My
husband and I have been cleaning up our
alley, removing rubbish and planting
flowers. In the face of mass extinction
and repeated fly tipping it has been hard
to feel that this makes any difference.

Recently, he described what he was
doing as hospice care. Dying things still
belong to God. Every time we relieve the
suffering of even a small part of
Creation, fight for divestment, bear
public witness, put our bodies in the way
of this hateful pursuit of wealth at the
expense of life – we dignify the Earth,
and we dignify ourselves. Perhaps God
is calling His people, now, at this period
in history, to a ministry of hospice care
as part of our witness to the world. 

This requires a shift in our idea of
prophetic ministry. We are dealing with
the God of generations, the God of the
prophet Ezekiel who lay on his left side,
eating lentil bread, for 390 days as a
sign to the people of Israel. Anyone
fancy doing that outside BP? The God of
Moses, who led the people of Israel for
40 years of desert wanderings, and
never saw the Promised Land. The God
of Jeremiah, who lived out a prophetic
ministry of weeping and anger, a lifetime
of tears as condemnation and
intercession. Our grief may be
necessary, even beyond the point where
it is no longer comfortable or
fashionable. Prophecy is, in its essence,
sacrificial labour. Unpaid, unwanted, and
unpopular. Nobody wants to be the
climate ghost at the feast. But perhaps
that is what is necessary.

And yet – we believe in the resurrection
of the dead and the life of the world to
come. I am not talking about death
because I have no hope. I am talking
about death because I want to manage
your expectations of pursuing hope.
How will you be a person of hope even if
the slim window of opportunity closes?
Feeling hopeful has very little to do with
being hopeful. We identify ourselves as
hopeful people by the choices we make,
by the decision to live as though we are
bringing in a new creation. 

In Surprised by Hope, NT Wright says:
“what you do in the Lord is not in vain.

You are not oiling the wheels of a
machine that’s about to roll over a cliff…
you are… accomplishing something that
will become in due course part of God’s
new world. Every act of love, gratitude,
and kindness… (every deed) that makes
the name of Jesus honoured in the
world… will find its way, through the
resurrecting power of God, into the new
Creation that God will one day make.”
And I choose to believe this, choose to
be hopeful, even on the days I do not
feel hopeful at all. I choose to believe
that what we do on Earth matters, even
if we cannot now reverse the tide of
death that we face. This is because we
are in the business of resurrection – the
business of bringing life out of death. ■

Hannah is coordinator of
the God and the Big Bang
project, working with
children, young people and
teachers on science and
faith. She is about to start
ordination training and a
PhD on the theology of
climate grief. 

Illustration Credit: Fee Rich

(This article is a shortened version of a
talk given at Operation Noah’s AGM in
June. The full talk can be found at
https:////operationnoah.org/news-
events/faith-hope-and-urgency/) 
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Green Christian’s much appreciated monthly Prayer Guide has
been compiled by Philip Clarkson Webb for an amazing 29
years.  He started this wonderful service for Christian
Ecology Link in July 1990, on retirement from teaching, as a
result of meeting Eve Dennis and Dr Martin Palmer at an
Interfaith Service in Canterbury Cathedral that year. For the
first 27 of those years Philip also arranged for the Prayer
Guide to be printed locally. He posted out copies each month
himself – and he never missed a month. 

Many of you reading this will have seen Philip at a CEL/Green
Christian meeting or a march. The photo is of Philip holding
his replacement walking stick after his own alpine walking
stick was confiscated by the police as an “offensive weapon”,
as he visited the climate camp at Kingsnorth in 2008. The
police were unable to return his own stick, as they managed
to lose it!

As the many issues of the Prayer Guide show, Philip is
incredibly well-informed. He mined the web for material,
alongside information from magazines such as Resurgence
and Clean Slate, newspapers and the What’s On section of
the Green Christian website. Recently he’s used material from
Isabella Tree's book Wilding.

With the Prayer Guide readily available on the website, sent
out by email to over 500 people, Philip’s informative pointers
for prayer, meditation and action have been valued by so
many. We are hugely indebted to Philip for his dedicated
service. And we wish well to his successor, Emma King, as
she takes over the role.

Barbara Echlin

Philip Clarkson Webb and the
Green Christian Prayer Guide

Chris Walton – as he steps down
as GC Chaplain

Chris contributed so many roles to Green Christian. A CEL /
GC member since 2006, magazine editor for 11 years, key
member of the small group who introduced the GC Way of
Life, host of our wonderful retreat weekends as Director (with
his wife Ross) of Ringsfield Hall in Suffolk and our Chaplain
from 2009 to 2018. It’s in this last role that I would like here
to say a few words from a personal perspective.

Chris, as a retired (but still practising) Baptist Minister and,
with his theology-based PhD completed in recent years,
brought so much experience, knowledge and insight to the
role, always available to offer prayers and liturgy, and a great
listener and generous sharer of advice when this was
requested. Then there’s his terrific sense of fun – always
child-like, but never childish!

It is so good to know that he is still very much part of GC but
is now spending much of his time in Ringsfield and working as
visiting preacher in his local parish. Much love and gratitude
for your chaplaincy role, Chris. May God bless all that you do. 

George Dow
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Jubilation in Creation 
Jonny Hanson introduces Jubilee Farm, Northern Ireland’s first community-
owned farm

All over the world, Christians and
Churches are rediscovering their
mandate to care for Creation.

Pope Francis’s Encyclical on the subject,
Laudato Si’, has reverberated around the
planet, from shanty towns to corridors of
power.  In a similar vein, the World
Evangelical Alliance is establishing a
Sustainability Centre in Bonn, Germany.

Across Ireland, too, Christians and
Churches are rediscovering this calling:
the Church of Ireland recently voted
overwhelmingly to divest its pension fund
from fossil fuel investments and so help
tackle the causes of climate change.
Likewise, the Presbyterian Church in
Ireland has accepted a report from its

Stewardship of Creation panel, adopting
Creation care as an official position of the
denomination.

This concern for the world around us is
no passing fad or fancy.  Rather, it is a
return to the original stewardship
mandate of Genesis 1 and 2, where
humankind was given the privilege and
responsibility of working in harmony with
the rest of God’s Creation, on God’s
terms. Throughout the Bible we are
reminded that God’s Creation matters,
and this shapes the outlook and mission
of God’s people.  In Leviticus 25 we see
a society where the wellbeing of families
and the wellbeing of the land were
inextricably linked, and where the

economic system existed to serve this
end, rather than exploit it.  In Colossians
1, we’re reminded of the pre-eminent role
of Christ’s resurrection in restoring
relationships, including with the non-
human Creation, “making peace by the
blood of His cross” (verse 23).

The latest scientific evidence
complements these age-old revealed
truths, which demonstrate how God uses
Creation to care for us, as much as He
uses us to care for Creation.  Physical
ecosystem services, like pollination,
water filtration and the climate, sustain
us; without them, human life and activity
could not survive on this planet.  Cultural
ecosystem services, like tasty food,

©2019 Green Christian

Photo Credit: Jubilee Farm
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Dr Jonny Hanson is Managing Director of Jubilee,
a Christian Creation care organisation. Find out
more about Jubilee and Jubilee Farm at
www.jubilee.coop

beautiful scenery and beloved pets,
delight and inspire us; without them,
human life would not thrive on this planet,
and our innate need for pleasure, beauty
and companionship would not be fully
realised.

In light of all this, we at Jubilee exist to
work to care for Creation together, to
the glory of God. We work with
Churches and local communities to
achieve this goal, including with people
of differing backgrounds and beliefs.
Established in 2017 after several years
of prayer, planning and consultation, we
define Creation care as environmental
and agricultural stewardship that
incorporates flourishing and fairness,
welfare and wellbeing.  In seeking to
implement this holistic vision, our
mission is to practise and promote
sustainable farming, community-

supported agriculture (CSA), and
conservation education and
engagement.

For the first six months of 2018, we
were able to use a temporary site in the
Co. Antrim port town of Larne.  In that
short space of time we achieved a great
number of exciting things. Over 100
volunteers attended one of our monthly
community volunteer days.  Almost 100
primary school-age children attended
one of our curriculum-based nature
education classes. 24 families each
purchased a subscription to our pig club
and received a quarter pig’s worth of
free-range pork in return.  And at our
Bioblitz Festival of Science and Nature in
June 2018, we welcomed more than
400 members of the public to
participate in 24 hour programme of
walks, talks and activities, with
traditional music and a free range hog
roast thrown in for good measure.

Fast forward to a year later and we’ve
raised £302,000 to purchase a
permanent home, a small 13.5 acre farm
outside Larne.  Here we can bring our
ambitious plans for Jubilee Farm to
fruition, with organic pigs, poultry, goats
and vegetables, plus an internship
programme, and even “glamping” in due
course.  As a Community Benefit Society,

we raised this money via a community
share offer, making this the first
community-owned farm in Northern
Ireland. With 156 member-owners from
all walks of life and all parts of both
Northern Ireland and the world, we’re
keen to put the culture back into
agriculture, and connect it directly to
environmental stewardship.  We’ve
already hosted a joint meeting of the UK
and Ireland CSA networks, called CSA
Across Borders. Our CARE – Care
farming for Asylum Seekers, Refugees
and the Environment – project, funded by
various parts of the Irish Church, hosts
three to four refugees and asylum
seekers every week, who come for a
day’s volunteering in the great outdoors.
We’re also open for Church, school and
community group visits to or from Jubilee
Farm.

Please pray for us as we put caring for
all of Creation into practice at Jubilee
Farm. ■

we at Jubilee exist to
work to care for
Creation together, to
the glory of God.{

©2019 Green Christian
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Isis the Egyptian goose stretched one wing, then the other, and sighed.  “Mmm, not
a good sign”, thought her mate Rameses, shifting uneasily.  Again Isis stretched
first one wing and then the other and sighed.   

“I shall not be laying any eggs this year”, she announced. 

“But my gorgeous goosey, honked Rameses, you always lay eggs”.  

“But not this year. This year is different”. 

“What’s different?” 

“The climate”.

Rameses looked up. It wasn’t raining. It wasn’t particularly cold, and
the grass they enjoyed grazing was as temptingly green as ever. 

“Now look down”, said Isis, as they stood on the edge of their lake.
“Look at the water”, and again she sighed. Rameses noticed the usual
plastic bottles, chocolate wrappers and fast food trays left by the
flightless ones. 

“More litter?”

“And what else?” asked Isis. 

“I give up. I don’t know, you tell me,” said Rameses. 

“The water. Look at the water. It’s shrinking”.

Isis was right. The slick of mud leading into the water was growing longer, whilst the water was sliding further away. Their
lake was shrinking.

“I’m not hatching goslings if there’s no water for swimming lessons”, declared Isis.

“The flightless ones will put more water in the lake, I’m sure”, said Rameses, soothingly, feeling an urgent need to graze on
that nearby grass.

“No. It’s more serious than that. Those birds that come over every year from Africa said that summer here last year was as
hot as there. I’m not laying eggs to be fried. Those birds from Scandinavia  said it was as cold here at the end of our winter
as it was in their country. I’m not supplying the country with frozen goose. The mallards say it’s climate change.  You know
how they’re always waddling round the flightless ones for bread. They’ve heard them talk about it. The weather is changing.
I’m not laying any more eggs till the matter is sorted”.

And again she raised one wing and then the other, and sighed.

Goose on the loose by Christine Bainbridge.
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Rameses raised his beak and honked,

“Let’s go a grazing on the green grass,
Let’s go a grazing on the green grass
Let’s go a grazing on the green grass

The grass is fine O Goosey mine. 
Grass feeds the goose brain. Let’s graze, laze, and be amazing”, he said.

So they did.

It was Isis who thought of it first as she watched Rameses neatly
clipping the grass. She shared her idea with him.

“Amazing grazing! Let’s start”, he said. 

They grazed clippingly all that day and the next, taking breaks in the
shrinking lake, until there in the grass were the words “Climate Change.

Help!” When a flightless one approached they stood each side of their
grassy SOS and honked. If there were signs of interest Isis would then

move to the shore of the shrinking lake, raise one wing and then the other,
and sigh, while Rameses continued honking. Before long flightless ones

were sharing pictures of the geese on Facebook. One newspaper carried the
headline “Grazing geese raise the alarm”, and another “Goose on the loose”.
They even appeared on Breakfast

Television where Isis said again
that she would not lay eggs to

be fried.

Isis learnt from the mallards who had
listened to the flightless ones that she and

Rameses were providing more “evidence” for
climate change. This evidence was mounting.  It was coming
from all over the world. The flightless ones would have to
take action. They started by clearing all the plastic and other
rubbish that was blocking the stream feeding Rameses’ and
Isis’ lake. The water began to rise, lapping around the reeds
where the geese could find shade in hot weather and shelter from
the cold.

“Soon be egg-laying time”, said Isis one day.

“You do it so beautifully, gorgeous goosey”, replied Rameses. ■

STORY

Christine Bainbridge is a
retired priest. She writes
children's stories to
kindle delight in our
common home and
strengthen our resolve to
save it.
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Militarism and climate change -
Nancy Thompson confronts the Elephant in the Living Room

War, and all the efforts taken in
preparing and organizing for
military aggression, are

responsible for enormous greenhouse
emissions and wastage of energy.  This
harm done to our natural environment
has been exposed in a recent thesis by
Florian Polsterer, published by the
European Inter-University Centre for
Human Rights and Democratisation.1 

Polsterer highlights in his paper how
“virtually all aspects of military activity
defile our natural environment in some
way” and that militarism and violence
are among the causes of war, terrorism
and climate change.  For example,
carbon-intensive fuels are fought over
to secure more of these fuels, which
results in a self-perpetuating cycle of
destruction.  Climate change itself has
recently been recognised as a “threat

multiplier” by the US military, by raising
the risk of international conflict and
mass migration, so beginning another
vicious circle of destruction.

US policy exemplifies how militarism
threatens the achievement of climate
goals.  According to Polsterer, the USA
demanded that its military activities be
exempt from measurement and
reductions worldwide before signing
the 1997 Kyoto Protocol  (a protocol
which the Bush Administration then
refused to sign).   Furthermore, the
executive order from President Obama
for federal agencies to reduce
Greenhouse Gas emissions does not
apply to the US military and leaves it
free from any climate responsibility.
Similar loopholes are, it seems,
exploited around the world making
military activity largely exempt from

emissions measurements, reductions
and any other environmental
restrictions or transparency standards
in national and international law.  This
means that the impacts of militarism
on climate change are largely
neglected and ignored by all stake
holders in the climate debate, with the
exception of what Polsterer describes
as “a few commendable actors in civil
society”.

Surely the world cannot continue to
ignore such a significant contributor to
our planet's pollution.  Polsterer makes
a strong case for the importance of a
global civic society approach in
exposing and non-violently opposing the
world’s governments to stop a vicious
cycle of militarism, climate change and
the erosion of human rights.

©2019 Green Christian

Photo Credit: Movement for the abolition of war: abolishwar.org.uk 
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Nancy Thompson lives in
Cornwall with her family
were she attends a Quaker
Meeting and is also a
practising Catholic. She is
a member of a recently-
formed ecumenical group
of green Christians in her
home town.

References:
1. https://repository.gchumanrights.org/bitstream/

handle/20.500.11825/325/Polsterer.pdf 
2. http://demilitarize.org/gdams-statement-2019/
3. Source: OECD, 13 April 2016.
4. https://www.caat.org.uk/campaigns/arms-trade-

out/church-of-england 
5. The Independent, "Why is Westminster Abbey holding

a bizarre thanksgiving for Britain's nuclear weapons?"
1st May, 2019.

$1822 billion dollars well spent?
Today the international weapons trade
is the second largest trade sector in
the world (after the energy sector).
Global military expenditure for 2018
was $1822 billion dollars, $83 billion
more than in 2017.2 It appears that
militarization is accelerating at an
alarming rate. So how could this money
be better spent? In the film, Give Peace
a Budget Cafod’s then director, Chris
Bains, outlined three ways to both
relieve poverty and lessen the
likelihood of wars:

1. Ensuring promises are met on the
aid budget; on average,
development aid from richer
countries is consistently below the
average UN target of 0.7% of Gross
National Income; it was only 0.16%
in the US in 2016.3 

2. Mitigating and adapting to climate
change worldwide (the latter is
estimated at costing in the region of
$200 billion).

3. Developing a green, de-carbonised
economy for the world, to create a
sustainable future for our planet and
and reduce suffering and conflict
caused by climate change.

Arms Dealers out of Church House!

The Church of England has declared
“Our policy is not to invest in

©2019 Green Christian

companies that supply or manufacture
armaments.” Yet Church House, which
is the CofE’s administrative
headquarters as well as a conference
centre, hosts military conferences each
year sponsored by some of the world's
largest arms companies. Church House
is run by a charity with the Archbishop
of Canterbury as President, and council
members include other representatives
of national Church institutions.  Hosting
such events supports and legitimises
the arms industry and the terrible
destruction it causes.   It helps sustain
the status quo of huge military
spending, at the cost of addressing real
human and planetary needs.4

No faith in Trident?

Similarly, a service to recognise fifty
years of “Continuous At Sea Deterrent”
was held at Westminster Abbey in May
this year. Stephen Cottrell, the Bishop
of Chelmsford commented: “it is
impossible not to view [such a service]
as appearing to also celebrate the
weapons [Trident] themselves” (Church
Times 3/4/19).

We are told that nuclear weapons and
deterrence have kept the peace, to
which founding member of Christian
CND, Bruce Kent has responded with
the question “what peace? …The list of
post-1945 wars runs to several pages

and despite the UK signing up to the
1968 nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty,
our government is about to spend over
£200 billion on replacing Trident.”5

Faith in Action.

Speaking to the US Congress in 2015,
Pope Francis said, “...we have to ask
ourselves: Why are deadly weapons
being sold to those who plan to inflict
untold suffering on individuals and
society? Sadly, the answer, as we all
know, is simply for money:  money that
is drenched in blood, often innocent
blood. In the face of this shameful and
culpable silence, it is our duty to
confront the problem and to stop the
arms trade.” 

The Global Campaign on Military
Spending (GCOMS) suggests that “as
active members of global civic society,
we need to combine our voices and
efforts with others in order to name,
protest and change injustice and win
reductions of the world’s military
budget through legal means and with
high moral standards.” See the box for
ideas for positive actions which you can
take to name, protest and change
injustice. ■

3 positive actions to take:

Pray – see the prayer page.

Resist – write to Church leaders requesting that they stop legitimising the
arms trade: 
Archbishop Welby (archbishopofcanterbury.org/about-archbishop/contacting-
archbishop)
Robin Parker, Manager of Church House Conference Centre, Dean’s Yard,
Westminster, SW1P 3NZ
Rev John Hall, Dean of Westminster, 20, Dean’s Yard, SW1P 3PA expressing
dismay at the service held to commemorate Trident: 

Community – raise awareness and tell people! Knowledge is power.
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Frequently ignored, sometimes ridiculed, yet passionate
about a powerful and important message,
environmentalist activists and Christians have more in

common than a shared desire for ecological health and social
justice. For environmentalists at least, the tide appears to be
turning; people are beginning to sit up and take note in an
unprecedented way. In part this must be due to the urgency
of the situation, with last year’s report from the United
Nation’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change spelling
out both the scale and urgency of the action needed to avoid
disaster. Persistence too, will have played a part, just as
water eventually has an effect on a stone, so the repeated
warnings given over decades are finally starting to be heard.
However, it took the perfect storm of a David Attenborough
documentary, the civil disobedience of Extinction Rebellion
(XR) and the tenacity of the 16-year-old school-striker Greta
Thunberg, to force the issue of the climate emergency to the
top of the news agenda.  

It is ironic that at a time when the Church is struggling to
communicate its message to the masses, so many of the
approaches successfully adopted by climate change activists
can be found within the Christian tradition. Activists can be
seen as the modern-day heirs of the Biblical prophets, who
were both foretellers, making predictions about the future,
and forth-tellers, commenting on the political and moral
issues of the day. Often these two roles were intertwined as
their predictions described the inevitable consequences, if the
behaviour they were denouncing continued. Gifted with a
“God’s-eye view”, they were tasked with calling people to
repentance, helping them to realise the error of their ways
and urging them to live differently. Much of this resonates with
the work of modern day protestors, who may not necessarily
consider themselves to have a “God’s-eye view” but may well
be espousing one anyway. It is hard to imagine God taking
issue with an agenda that demands justice for His created
world, the planet’s poorest people and generations yet to
come. 

Common ground?  
Ruth Newton asks: Can the Church learn from Environmental Activists? 

Photo Credit: Pixabay
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The message is not a new one. Greta Thunberg’s reproach to
the UK parliament, “The future has been sold so that a small
number of people can make unimaginable amounts of
money” is reminiscent of St Ambrose of Milan, who argued in
the 4th century that  “The world has been created for
everyone’s use, but you few rich are trying to keep it for
yourselves. For not merely the possession of the earth but
the very sky, the air and the sea are claimed by the rich few”. 

Words are not the only tool of the prophet. Actions are key.
We might think of the semi-naked protest which took place at
the House of Commons as a modern phenomenon, but the
Biblical prophets got there first. Both Micah and Isaiah re-
enforced their prophetic message by dispensing with clothes
and shoes (Micah 1: 8, Isaiah 20: 1-6). Jeremiah famously
smashed an earthenware jar (Jer 19:10) and Jesus Himself
engaged in what can be described as both enacted prophesy
and civil disobedience in His triumphal entry to Jerusalem and
cleansing of the temple. So, gluing oneself to a train, and
even holding “die-ins”, where numerous people lie on the
ground and refuse to move, seem to be part of a long
tradition; after all, didn’t poor Ezekiel lay on his left side for
390 days and his right side for 40? Then, as now, prophetic
actions grab the public’s attention and capture their
imagination. Whether their warnings are heeded however,
remains quite an entirely different question.

Part of Extinction Rebellion’s strategy during their April
protest was mass arrests, but even being “arrestable” has
Biblical antecedents. Although the Apostles didn’t actively
seek to be arrested they certainly knew how to exploit the
communication potential if they were. Acts 16 recounts that
when Paul and Silas were arrested, they milk the experience
for all it’s worth, praying and singing in a powerful show of
defiance, that impresses those imprisoned with them. When
a miraculous earthquake presents them with the opportunity
to escape, they refuse to leave and so earn the gratitude of
their jailor, who is converted along with his whole household. 

The maxim that, “actions speak louder than words” is true not
only for headline-grabbing set pieces, but also for individual
choices.  After Emma Thompson flew a reported 5400 miles
to join in the April Rebellion in London, accusations of
hypocrisy followed hot on her heels. A stark reminder, if one
were needed, of the necessity of “walking the talk” or “being
the change you wish to see”. Society demands that those
advocating for action on the environment must themselves
be living in environmentally-sensitive ways, otherwise their
message, however worthy, is dismissed. Authenticity is an
important part of earning a hearing. This is a lesson which
Christians, as well as environmentalists must take to heart. 

When prophetic action and authenticity are combined the
results can be very powerful indeed. Greta Thunberg never
flies and travelled by electric car, train and sea to address UK
parliamentarians. Many of the XR protestors have made
costly life-styles choices which match their message, and
must find accusations of hypocrisy galling indeed. Some take
the unity of means and ends even further: those who are part
of “Grow Heathrow” or the ZAD (a group which protested the
proposed “Airport of Notre-Dame-des-Landes”) have gone so
far as to form “prefigurative communities” by occupying land
surrounding the proposed constructions. Here, people live as
if the world they are seeking to create has already arrived.
This description by a member of the ZAD outlines the
principle.

“We built a common life here, our cabins nestled into the rich
hedgerows that criss-cross this land, the empty farms
squatted and revived. We said ‘NO’ we don’t want an airport,
but also ‘YES’ we will construct new forms of life, we will live
as if we are free, here and now, and stop treating the world
as an object to make money from, but as a subject to share
life with.” 

The “Transition movement” adopts similar, if less
confrontational tactics. Guided by principles which include
respecting resource limits and promoting inclusivity, they
invite local communities to imagine the future they would like
to see and then take steps towards it, with the explicit
intention of modelling a positive version of sustainable living
in order to inspire its widespread adoption. This living as an
example in “the now”, whilst working towards “the not yet”
will feel very familiar to Christians. Indeed I would go so far
as to argue that the Church is a “prefigurative community”,
living as if “the kingdom of God” is already here – prefiguring
it whilst anticipating a future where it is more fully realized. 

The successes of climate change protestors should give the
Church food for thought. Is it time for the Church to dust off
some of the ancient tools in its armory and rediscover
prophetic action and the power of authentic community as a
means of evangelism? Or should it simply draw confidence
from the fact that a relevant yet challenging message can be
grasped in the 21st century, if delivered with sufficient
conviction and lived with sufficient integrity? ■

Revd Ruth Newton is Parish Priest of St John’s
Sharow, a member of the General Synod of the
Church of England and author of the blog
http://greeningthelectionary.net/
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Forgetting what is behind Isobel Murdoch reports

“But one thing I do: forgetting what is
behind and straining towards what is
ahead, I press on towards the goal to
win the prize for which God has called
me heavenwards in Christ Jesus.” In
these famous lines from Philippians 3,
St Paul embodies hope, fresh
commitment, and a willingness to seize
and grasp opportunity. Disillusionment
looks very far away.

And while our task may still sometimes
seem hopeless, we are sensing a shift in
mood, a dawning concern, an
awakening to the Earth's needs. Yes,
ecological decline still takes second,
third or even tenth place to the political
maelstrom over Brexit, party and
national   leadership, and yes, many feel
that the latest surge in interest is too
little, too late. But the growth in
coverage and awareness must allow us
some grounds for hope. It is important
that believers and Churches should
reflect this new mood and demonstrate
a commitment to action.

Over the last few months several GC
members have contacted me to share
plans or to ask about starting a new
group. These may be just the germ of
an idea, as people scope out
possibilities in their areas. And we need
more. Green Christian's impact would
be strengthened if you could try acting
as a local contact or consider starting a
small group. Could you be part of this
grassroots movement to turn the tide?

Could YOU start a Green Christian
local group?

You may be asking why you would want
to form a specifically Green Christian
group, or affiliate your existing eco-
group to Green Christian? There are
some tangible benefits: linking up with
Green Christian would allow your group
a higher profile, a national presence and
wider links. Operating under the GC
banner, you would have a recognisable
name and identity. People would be
more likely to find your group as you

could be listed on our website or even
have your own webpage and your group
news would be reported in our
magazine.

Green Christian is in its essence a
grassroots community, where you have
scope to contribute and co-operate and
share ideas. As a Green Christian group,
you would be central to this member-led
community. You would also receive five
copies of each issue of our magazine to
distribute around the group and across
your local area.

At last the media spotlight has again
fallen on ecological decline, following
years of seeming indifference. So now is
the ideal time to capture the public
mood by setting up a new group, or by
affiliating your existing group to Green
Christian. 

So what does a Green Christian group
actually look like? Once again I've
gathered together group news, starting

©2019 Green Christian
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this time with the three groups in the
west of England. Caring for Creation
was the theme chosen for the Clun
group's annual Green Weekend this
year. Members of the Café Church got
involved by designing and creating a
mural to decorate the chapel. Free
plants were distributed – hollyhocks,
foxgloves and tree saplings. An
ecumenical benefice service was held
for the six Anglican Churches and one
Free Church (Methodist) in the Clun
valley. Proceeds from the weekend went
to the RHS Greening Grey Britain
initiative. Clun's group contact also
continues to write a green tip for the
Clun Chronicle every month, such as
leaving your lawn longer to help wildlife.

Further south in Hereford, the Green
Christian group here is organising an
outing to The Weir gardens. This will be
their third visit, so they will be able to
see the oak saplings they planted on a
previous occasion as well as the
recently restored walled garden.
Cheltenham’s Green Christian group,
has been preparing for the GC On The
Road day to be held in Stroud on
September 28th. 

Moving on to south east England, GC
members in Reading have supported
the re-launch of their local authority's
five-year climate change strategy, and
also attended the national climate lobby
of parliament in June. Also at the lobby
were members of the newest Green
Christian group, from Barnet. The GC
group at Wychling in Kent, is working
towards a gold Eco Church award.

Moving further north, into Bedfordshire,
Leighton Buzzard Green Christian
organised an Eco Church day to
introduce local Churches to Eco Church
and to Live Simply. GC Trustee Louise
Cook spoke at the event, alongside 
a former Guardian environment
correspondent. For their ecumenical
Lent course this year, Churches

Together in Leighton Buzzard chose
“Our Common Home”, a study guide
promoted by Green Christian. GC
members in Leighton Buzzard are also
involved with Low Carbon Leighton and
Linslade.

And finally to the East Midlands where
Green Christian's local contacts in
Lincoln ran a workshop at the Church
Schools Festival in Lincoln Cathedral
and contributed to the Waters of Life
conference at the Cathedral and Lincoln
University, in August. The conference
launched the Diocesan Environment
Policy and featured talks by bishops,
theologians and scientists from
Polynesia, the USA and the UK.
Alongside all this there was a
marketplace of stalls – including one for
Green Christian – and a LOAF meal.

On   October 5th, the Lincoln group’s
contact will hold a free Eco Church
workshop, “A Church for our Planet” at
St Giles Church, Lincoln, from 10am to
4pm. Visit eventbrite.com to book.

It may be difficult to forget “what is
behind”, to quote St Paul again, and
difficult to look to the future while the
consequences of the past still loom
large. But that future starts now. I know
that I am more likely to grow
disillusioned if I feel there is nothing
practical to do. But acting as a local
contact or starting a group in your area
is something specific you could do as
you “press on towards the goal.” ■

Isobel Murdoch
01790 763603
isobel.murdoch@greenchristian.org.uk

GC NEWS

GC EVENTS

Green Christian Retreat
22-24 November 2019 Signs of Hope
Weekend Retreat at Launde Abbey in
Leicestershire.
Facing environmental and ecological
disaster, we need to find hope:
spiritually, politically and practically. This
year’s GC retreat is organised by Canon
Brian Davis, Chair of Eco Church
Harborough, with the Revd Kevin
Durrant. 
Surrounded by countryside and gardens,
Launde is an ideal place for a reflective
retreat. The Green Christian website has
more information and Revd Brian Davis
can provide full details. Email
revbdavis@aol.com   
Tel 01858 431843.

Green Christian and Creation Time
(1 Sept - 4 Oct) 
Green Christian recently celebrated the
2019 Season of Creation at two regional
day conferences in Manchester and
Stroud.  The Green Christian On The
Road Together days featured interactive
workshops exploring the spiritual
disciplines of Green Christian's Way of
Life, and also Joy in Enough, our
campaign for a new kind of economics.
Other activities included creating a
banner, and a discussion with members
of Christian Climate Action. On the Road
days also include time for a shared lunch
and for worship, plus an opportunity to
discuss “Where next?” People of all
denominations and none are very
welcome. 
Deborah Tomkins, Co-Chair of Green
Christian, said: “I really enjoy GC On The
Road Together days.  It is always good
to meet with environmentally-concerned
Christians and to learn how Green
Christian can help resource them and
their Churches as they seek to live out
their calling to care for Creation. We
have held several of On The Road
Together day conferences in the last two
years, and we look forward to holding
more in the future.”

COMING TO YOUR AREA IN 2020?
Would you like to host an On The  Road
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Together event in 2020?  It’s a great way
to meet other GC people in your area
and maybe to start a local group.  To find
out more about what’s involved then
please get in touch with Ruth Jarman,
GC’s Information Officer (T: 0345 459
8460, E: info@greenchristian.org.uk) .

Green Christian Annual Members’
Meeting Sat 9th November 2019 Green
Christian Annual Members’ Meeting. St
Andrew’s Church, Short Street, London
SE1 8LJ. 
“Borrowed Time, faith and extinction”, a
discussion with Stefan Skrimshire and
Jeremy Kidwell,  lead researchers of the
Religion and Extinction Project.  Open to
all, non-members welcome.
As well as reviewing our past year’s
activities, we’ll consider how Christians
can engage with the climate and
ecological emergency, how Churches
can help people in their beliefs and
feelings about climate breakdown and
what can we learn from movements
which undertake civil disobedience, such
as Extinction Rebellion.
We will be joined by Stefan Skrimshire,
Professor in Theology and Religious
Studies at the University of Leeds and
Jeremy Kidwell, Senior Lecturer in
Theological Ethics at the University of
Birmingham.  They have worked with
Encounters Arts in exploring the role of
faith or spirituality in shaping our actions
in response to extinction, and the impact
of extinction on religion and spirituality.

Climate Emergency Action
On 1 May 2019 a national climate and
environmental emergency was declared
in the UK Parliament. The House of
Commons’ declaration paves the way for
cross-party political action. Many
Christian leaders, such as Pope Francis,
say that an “ecological conversion” is
necessary if action is to be taken at the
scale and speed required.

Green Christian has called for the
governing bodies of denominations to
declare a climate emergency.  Green
Christian members can take the initiative
by approaching their elected Church
representatives and leaders to:

● Join in declaring a climate and
ecological emergency as a Church,
locally, nationally and worldwide

● Renew the Church’s understanding
of its mission for this time of
emergency

● Give leadership through worship,
preaching, mission and practical
measures, and through the voice
they have locally and nationally.

Find out more about responding to the
Climate Emergency on the GC website
greenchristian.org.uk/category/climate-
emergency

Green Christian at Greenbelt
This year’s Greenbelt Festival had a new
venue, the Hot House, dedicated to a
whole weekend of helping festivalgoers
to think and care more deeply about our
relationship with the planet.
Green Christian’s festival stall enjoyed an
attractive woodland setting grouped with
other faith-based environmental groups
including Arocha UK, Operation Noah,
Creature Kind, Climate Stewards and
Christian Climate Action.
Being situated so close to a venue with a
programme focussed on environmental
issues attracted many festivalgoers and
every evening The Hothouse
transformed into a dance venue,
complete with pop-up bar and night-time
lighting and art installations.

More Joy in Enough
Many GC members have found their way
to the website of Joy in Enough, the
campaign for a fair and sustainable
economy, led by Green Christian and
supported by partner organisations. Joy
in Enough is a challenge to Christians to
imagine and work towards an economy

that supports human flourishing within
the planetary boundaries. 
The Joy In Enough website includes a
rich mix of news, discussion and
resources.  A summer highlight on the
Joy in Enough website has been Hilary
Blake’s “Six Totally Impractical Ways to
Change The World”.
Have a look for yourself and join in the
discussion at joyinenough.org

Imagine
Imagine that change is possible. Imagine
a world where nobody is left behind;
where wealth flows to the poorest, and
the richest are content. 
Imagine a government that looks to
quality, not quantity, for measuring
success in lives well lived. In such a
world, energy would be clean and
renewable. The climate would be
stabilising. Waste would be recycled,
materials re-used. There would be room
for wildlife. Forests, soil and fish stocks
would be restored.
Imagine a future where everybody feels
part of a community, rather than
individuals locked in competition. Where
power is shared, and everyone has a
voice.
Imagine Christians coming together to
discuss, to pray, to plan how to make
this a reality. Imagine a Church speaking
truth into our politics and economics,
calling us to a better way. 

Divestment Updates 
Bright Now, Operation Noah’s campaign
to encourage Church denominations to
divest from fossil fuels, celebrated the
United Reformed Church’s unanimous
approval of a proposal to sell its
investments in fossil fuel companies at a
governing body meeting in May.
Sadly, also in May, the Church of
Scotland voted narrowly against
divestment from fossil fuel companies at
its General Assembly in Edinburgh.
If you want to encourage your Church
denomination to divest you become a
Bright Now Champion. Go to
brightnow.org.uk and you could get
involved by:
● Writing to Church investors urging

them to divest from fossil fuels

Sic Transit Gloria Mundi an installation at Greenbelt
Photo credit: Simon Court
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● Working with others to build up
support for divestment in your
local Diocese, District or Synod.

● Get your local Church to join the
campaign.

● Praying. Prayer support is vital to
keep Bright Now’s campaign
rooted in our faith. 

Green Christian is seeking a
Chaplain
The post is honorary but reasonable
expenses may be claimed. The person
appointed will preferably be theologically
trained and have a deep commitment to
the care of Creation. He or she will be
environmentally aware and educated (yet
not expected to know everything!) and
have a clear and deep understanding of
God’s passion for Creation, together with
an understanding of humankind’s place 
in Creation both as created beings and
as God’s co- workers. He or she will also
have a clear understanding of Green
Christian and its work, and will be
required to join Green Christian if not
already a member.
The Chaplain will be expected to:
● attend Trustees’ meetings and

Green Christian events; 
● support and encourage those

involved in the running of Green
Christian;

● provide spiritual guidance,
including the planning of Green
Christian retreats;

● encourage and enable members
of the Board and organisation to
develop gifts and skills.

The Chaplain will be an ex-officio
member of Green Christian’s Formation
Group and a member of the Board, but
not a Trustee. They may develop the role
depending on their skills, availability and
the needs of the time. Chris Walton, the
retiring Chaplain, is willing to provide
help and advice to the successful
candidate if appropriate.

Application deadline is 30 September
2019.

For more information and expressions of
interest, please contact Barbara Echlin:
BarbaraEchlin@greenchristian.org.uk

As you will see, this issue of Green Christian contains reviews not only of new
books, but of some distinctly older ones. We invited our reviewers to send us
pieces about books of any age, on any topic, which had particularly inspired or
challenged them on their Green Christian journey. We are publishing some of the
responses now, with more to come in future issues. If you would like to write a
review of a book which has been significant to you, we would be delighted to
hear from you. 

Please email tanyajones@greenchristian.org.uk with your ideas, and also if you
would like to join our regular reviewers’ list. 

This is Not a
Drill  
An Extinction
Rebellion
Handbook. 

By various
authors
13th June 2019
Penguin Books
ISBN 978-0141991443
208 pages
RRP £7.99 (paperback)

“It just might work.” These are the
opening words of Rowan Williams’
Afterword to this book. Having
discussed some of the issues he
continues with, “So it might not work.”
Finally he concludes with a slight twist
to his opening words: “It might just
work.”

This sense of precarious optimism
runs right through the book. 

The first part of the book is headed
TELL THE TRUTH and contains 12
articles by different authors attempting
to set out the truth of their situation. It
includes a chapter by Mohamed
Nasheed, President of the Maldives
from 2008 – 2012 in which he
describes living in a country where the
highest point is six feet above sea
level. His section is titled We Are Not
Prepared to Die. There is a report on
how climate change over one man's
lifetime has made it almost impossible
to carry on living in an Indian village.
And there is an anonymous account
from a Californian firefighter. These,
and the other contributions to this
section do not, and should not, make
comfortable reading.

The second part, containing 17
contributions, is headed ACT NOW.
There is a re-imagined understanding
of economics by the academic and
writer Kate Raworth together with
excellent contributions from Caroline
Lucas MP and Clive Lewis MP. Both
parliamentarians are clear that what
we need is nothing short of a change
of system. Clive Lewis writes that we
must “make finance servant to the
economy and the ecosystem”. Rowan
Williams is right to be sparing with his
optimism.

But action is also very prosaic and this
is a Handbook. There is a section on
Going to Jail, another on Courting
Arrest, and some helpful information
on Police, Arrest and Support written
by the Legal Team. It also seems that
a Rebellion, like an army, marches on
its stomach. Apparently vegan food is
best, not for any ethical reasons, but
because by and large refrigeration is
not needed. You can't get much more
prosaic than that.

As an antidote to the madness of our
times, I have been re-reading the
Brother Cadfael œuvre. This describes
a world more immediately dangerous
than ours that is full of fallen, some
very fallen, human beings. But there is
an overarching idea of original blessing
which gives meaning to ordinary lives.
Because of original sin, people
inevitably fail to live up to the idea of
original blessing (not least in the
Benedictine Order) but the idea itself is
universally accepted. At bottom, this
idea is what This Is Not a Drill is
searching for. The book comes very
close to a Christian view of the
blessedness of Creation and our place
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Despair and Hope  

“One of the penalties of an ecological
education is that one lives alone in a
world of wounds.”  Aldo Leopold
(1887-1948).

One of the new features of the
Guardian weather page is the daily
count of parts per million of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere, measured
every day at the summit of Mauna Loa.
The natural level is 280ppm, a safe
level would be below 350ppm and the
current concentration is 414.73 ppm.
So is the situation serious? 

Recent books bring
both heightened
anxiety and
practical hope. The
Uninhabitable
Earth: A Story of
The Future by
David Wallace-
Wells (Allen Lane,
2019, £20)
unusually discusses the tragedies
before dealing with their causes.
Chapter titles include “Heat Death”,
“Hunger”, “Dying Oceans”,
“Unbreathable Air” and “Economic
Collapse”. This is not a hopeful,
optimistic or cheerful book.

Jesus,
Revolutionary
of the Poor:  
Matthew’s
Subversive
Messiah

By Mark Bredin  
2017
Cascade Books
ISBN 978 1 62564 137 3
27 pages
RRP £23 (paperback)

This serious, challenging, complex yet
very readable book begins with a
quotation from Henri Nouwen,
identifying Jesus’ preference for those
who are marginal, acknowledging that
He, like most of us, is “certainly not
marginal” and asking “Have I already
had my reward?”.  Mark Bredin, like
Nouwen himself, refuses to ignore the
implications of this understanding.  We
are troubled and disturbed by reading
Matthew’s Gospel in this light, and so
we should be.  The thesis of the book
is that those who call themselves

disciples of Jesus must measure that
claim by the extent to which they “live
and give unconditionally and
sacrificially”.  It is a deeply personal
book, written primarily, he says, to
himself “when I seek to align myself
with God”. 

From that powerful beginning, the
book unfolds as a kind of map,
offering new and renewed
understandings of familiar themes.  He
writes, tellingly, of the “non-poor”,
rather than of the rich, giving us no
excuse to pretend the lessons do not
apply to us.  But the vision is a
positive one, revealing a God of
abundance, demonstrating goodness
in a Creation that contains enough for
all.  This contrasts with the tragically
dominant view of the world as place of
battle for limited resources.  Our
response to Creation should not be
greed or fear, but a recognition that
poverty, in this context, is not just
unfortunate but evil.  Matthew’s Gospel
reveals God’s wrath at the disparity
between rich and poor, and the non-
poor remove themselves from God by
not practising justice. 

A central conversation of the book
explores what Matthew’s Jesus meant
by “the poor”. The phrase “the poor in
spirit” is understood as the poorest of
the poor, those who lack not only
financial resources but hope, without a
helper and without a voice.  Jesus
does not identify Himself or his
disciples as being poor, but takes, as
His example, a child, utterly excluded
and voiceless.  This was no
sentimental gesture, but a
revolutionary reversal.  To romanticise
the poor or to conflate voluntary
poverty with destitution is, Bredin
writes, to empty Jesus’ teaching of its
vital content.  The poor exist as
victims of the non-poor, because the
non-poor fail to recognize that what
they have depends on God.  Those
who are weary and heavy-laden are not
the poor but those who are foolishly
trying to hang on to their status and
possessions.  

Each chapter in the book explores a
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theme, word or cluster of words
related to the central thesis, analysing
passages from Matthew’s Gospel
illuminated by other biblical extracts.
Each closes with a summary, a “food
for thought” section, and a short
prayer in traditional form. The themes
include covenant, as the infrastructure
and life force of Creation; mercy, with
healing as a practical demonstration of
inclusion into society and the Torah as
principles for service, with the ideal
Temple as a microcosm of Creation. 

In conclusion, the book calls us to live
with restraint and care for others.
Cain’s question is answered: God
indeed calls us to be our brother’s
keeper. 

Tanya Jones

in it, but refuses, or sees no need, to
say that the blessedness of Creation is
meaningless without a concept of God
to give the blessing.  To succeed,
Extinction Rebellion needs this
religious understanding of the world as
much as Religion undoubtedly needs
Extinction Rebellion. Together, we just
might make the difference between
might just and might not.

Peter Bonsey

Legacy
Leaving a legacy gift to Green
Christian will help ensure the work
we do lives on. When writing or
amending your Will you need to
make a note of our official name
(which is still CEL), our registered
address and our charity number:
Christian Ecology Link, 
76 Old Eign Hill, Tupsley, 
Hereford HR1 1UA. 

Charity No. 328744.
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Mike Berners-Lee
has written There Is
No Planet B:  A
Handbook for the
Make or Break
Years. (CUP,
2019, £12). This
is a book to read
and then keep in
the briefcase, for
it will answer many questions.  It is well
indexed with a glossary, making it the
ultimate green pocket encyclopedia.

These two books pose the challenge,
but the answer is more difficult. It
comes down to how we live with
Creation and respect nature. Two other
books offer practical visions of what is
possible, and how those visions can be
and are being achieved.

The Knepp estate in
Sussex is 3,500
acres in three
holdings. Its
owners have
systematically
researched and
rewilded their
land, restoring
habitats with wild
cattle, deer and wild horses. This has
proved profitable, but more importantly
nature has re-established itself in all its
complexity with the return of
nightingales and purple emperors.
Isabella Tree tells the story in Wilding
(Picador, 2018, paperback £9.99).

Benedict Macdonald
takes up the
challenge even
further in
Rebirding:
Rewilding Britain
and Its Birds
(Pelagic
Publishing, 2019,
£20) This
extensive study guides us into
understanding the vital importance of
birds to our ecology and how they are
in decline, under threat from our profit-
centred lifestyle. When we humans, we
wise apes, come to live more
sustainably, then one of the directions

Soil and Soul:   
People versus
Corporate Power

By Alastair
McIntosh  
Aurum Press,
2001 
ISBN 978 1
85410 942 2
384 pages
RRP £10.99 (paperback)

In this powerful and provocative book,
Scottish writer and campaigner Alastair
McIntosh shows how it is still possible
for individuals and communities to take
on the might of corporate power and
emerge victorious. It is a precursor to
the more recent challenge by Naomi
Klein in her book, This Changes
Everything: Capitalism versus the
Climate.  Both these books give
spiritual strength and hope to campaign
against climate change and the forces
which are destroying the world.

As a founder of the Isle of Eigg Trust,
McIntosh, a Quaker and Deep Ecologist,
helped the residents of Eigg to become
the first Scottish community ever to
clear their laird from his own estate.
Plans to turn a majestic Hebridean
mountain into a giant quarry were
overturned after McIntosh persuaded a
Native American warrior chief to visit
the Isle of Harris and testify at the
government inquiry. 
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This extraordinary book weaves
together theology, mythology,
economics, ecology, history, poetics
and politics as the author journeys
towards a radical new philosophy of
community, spirit and place. His daring
and imaginative responses to the
destruction of the natural world make
Soil and Soul an uplifting, inspirational
and humorous read.

In this book, McIntosh explores our
participation in both natural and social
environments and the relationships
between the two. His approach also
integrates a psychological and spiritual
approach to being a conscious human
being in a living world. Much of his work
is informed by a combination of
practical action, study and reflection. In
this, he is especially influenced by
liberation theology which seeks justice
and peace for the whole of Creation, for
people and the planet.

We can sum up the heart of his
message in this seminal passage from
the book: 

“We cannot separate the soil from the
soul – the earth from human spirit.
What we do to the soil we do to
ourselves. Having our souls rooted in
the soil, Creation, helps us to grow,
enjoy the spirit of life and protect its
source. My experience points to a
Celtic Truth about Identity, which is
actually a deep human truth: a person
belongs in as much as they are willing
to cherish and be cherished by a place
and its peoples. In such a spirit we can
all assume responsibility for our lives
and for this planet. The unity of soil and
soul can be restored. Even amid all its
despair and destruction, I do believe
that the world can be reconstituted.” 

This book reinforces my view that we
should see the sacred in everything.
When we harm the world, we are
damaging Creation, God’s sacred gift to
humanity, and abusing the Creator. So
we have a sacred duty to defend and
protect the life on Earth that God has
given us. 

David Penney

we must follow is to care for the birds,
guided by the advice and research of
the RSPB.

It is important as green Christians, who
seek to honour Creation, that we keep
updated with the many developments in
ecological science. They are extensive
and extend from science into politics
and economics. As we change our
lifestyles, we need to aim for real
sustainability, as defined by economic
and scientific evidence. We can begin in
hope if we care for the birds as well as
for the land.

John Smith 
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Tales You
Won't Believe
By Gene Stratton-
Porter
Hutchinson 

This is the earliest
book I have found
that speaks of
climate change. Published about 1913,
I came across it when I was poking
about a second-hand book shop, and
found it enchanting.

Stratton-Porter was an American writer,
nature photographer and film producer.
With her husband she built and lived in a
rustic house in the Limberlost in eastern
Indiana, an area she knew well from
childhood. It was a large wetlands area
with streams flowing into the Wabash
river that attracted a wide variety of
birds, insects and moths. She
dedicated time to recording and
photographing the species she saw and
wrote about them in this book. She
clearly loved the beauties of nature that
she saw, and floating through this text
in a natural way is her faith in God and
the intricacy of Creation. She describes

in close detail some of the birds she
watched and encouraged to nest,
personalising her conversation with
them. As any good conservationist
would today, she hung appropriate
nesting boxes according to species,
though we would be more likely to
watch, rather than kill and pin, the wide
variety of moths.

Sadly, at that time and for years before,
local farmers were draining the
swamplands for farming and this had
serious consequences for the
Limberlost. Stratton-Porter recalls the
decline in wildlife generally, and birds
more particularly, as forest was
destroyed in her childhood. Describing
with horror the cutting of every tree on
a farmer’s land, she comments that the
hardwood trees would be worth a
fortune at the time of writing. As the
forests were destroyed, so the creeks
and springs dried up, the winds from
the prairies blew through, and rainfall
declined, “and so the work of changing
the climatic conditions of a world was
well under way.”  Those of us who
preach on environmental issues today
were preceded by Stratton-Porter's
father, a Methodist Minister, well over
100 years ago.

Her way of attributing human emotions
and comments to birds and flowers is
of her era, but would read strangely to
some. However, I find it acutely
underlines her closeness to and
involvement with the natural world
around her. Take the description of the
last passenger pigeon that she sees:
the pigeon leaves this changed habitat,
that was once home to thousands of
passenger pigeons, with an accusation
hurled to the skies. This may be
anthropomorphic but is also a ringing
cry from the natural world to humanity,
lamenting the damage and careless
change that we cause. 

This book is still available at second-
hand book websites like Abebooks, and
I commend it as an insight into the
environmental concerns of 100 years
ago.

Chris Polhill

Image: Gene Stratton-Porter licensed under the
Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0
International license, author Gspmemorial. 
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Include Me
Out!     
Confessions of
an Ecclesiastical
Coward 

By Colin Morris
1969
Epworth Press

This is the book
which has had the greatest influence on
me, written by the Methodist Minister
Colin Morris, when he was a missionary
in Zambia. I first read it when I was
approaching my Ordination Selection
Conference and had been sent several
books to read, all of which I found to be
boring and not at all relevant. I was in a
local second-hand bookshop and
fumbling around when this book
seemed to fall into my hands. I read the
first page, and then could not stop.
When I had my interview with the
educational advisor he asked me which
of the books that were sent I had
enjoyed. Without thinking I said, “None
of them.” This was not the most
diplomatic reply. But I then said, very
much fighting a rearguard action, that I
had found a book in a second-hand
shop that had changed my way of
thinking and that it was by the Rev Colin
Morris and entitled Include Me Out.
“Oh,” he said, his face softening into a
smile, “I know Colin and went to hear
him preach last week. Tell me about the
book.” 

Over 20 years later, I still read and re-
read it often. It starts with the words,
“The other day a Zambian dropped
dead not a hundred yards from my
front door. The pathologist said that he
had died of hunger.” The book then
examines the work of the Church then,
and sadly most of the author's
denunciation of that work still applies;
there is no doubt whatsoever from his
writing that there is a total contradiction
in being a rich Church in a poor world.
The author wrote the book looking at
the work of the Church through the
eyes of the man who had starved to
death, examining the Church’s
structure, and finding it badly wanting.

One part had a profound effect upon
me, it was regarding the communion
service, and I quote the words here, as
I remember them every time that I

preside at a communion service. “I hear
that at one debate on the Anglican-
Methodist Union Scheme there was a
long and anxious discussion about the
disposal of bread after Communion.
When a layman suggested feeding the
birds with it, some Bishop recoiled in
horror, pointing out to the theological
cretin that since the bread had been
set apart forever, and must be
disposed of in a very special way, the
priest had to eat it. There must be a
parable in that picture of a priest
gorging himself on the Bread of Life in
a hungry world.”

The most important thing this book
emphasised at the very start of my
journey was that my theology is what I
am when the talking stops, the action
starts, and I do costly things for Jesus’
sake. This book will be a challenging
work for some, and a confirmation that
they are right for others. It is long out
of print, but used copies are often
available.

Peter Doodes
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God loves this world – an affirmation of faith 

We believe violence breaks God's heart;
bullets and bombs tear through God's realm;
and war opposes God's love.
But we believe love lives longer than hatred;
hope burns away at despair;
God calls to us from the violence,
and we can work in love for a better world.
So be it.

from Remember War Make Peace available from abolishwar.org.uk with permission.

Two Iona Community prayers 

Creator of this world and all its people,

… we celebrate the work of your Spirit
encouraging people the world over
to work for justice and peace,
to speak for the voiceless
and always to anticipate
that the best is yet to come.
Blessed be your name
…
Wherever in our world,
the lust for profit
undermines the longing for peace;
or the greed for power
overrides the need for fairness –
God of justice, show yourself.

In the prison visitor,
in the mediator,
in vigils for peace
and protests to protect the earth;
to all who fear for the future of children,
to those who long for a different day –
God of justice, show yourself, amen.

Copyright © The Iona Community (2017) Iona Abbey Worship Book. Glasgow: Wild Goose Publications.

Reproduced by permission. (ionabooks.com)

Blessing 

May God our maker bless us

And wrap us round

In love and tenderness.

May Jesus our brother bless us

And ask us questions

That lead us to do justice.

May the Holy Spirit bless us

And fill our lives

With her courage and wisdom.

May we live bravely in the love of the Trinity 

all our nights and days.

Amen

A Benedictine prayer 

Lord, all creatures are sparks from your brilliance, 
for there is no living thing without some kind of radiance. 
Help us to cherish all that you have made.
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GREEN CHRISTIAN RETREAT  

22-24 November 2019 Signs of Hope Weekend Retreat
at Launde Abbey in Leicestershire.

Facing environmental and ecological disaster, we need to find
hope: spiritually, politically and practically. This year’s Green
Christian retreat is organised by Canon Brian Davis, Chair of 

Eco Church Harborough, with the Revd Kevin Durrant.

Set in the heart of the countryside, with extensive gardens,
Launde is an ideal place for a reflective retreat. The Green

Christian website has more information and Revd Brian Davis
can provide full details.

E: revbdavis@aol.com  T: 01858 431843.
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GREEN CHRISTIAN 
ANNUAL MEMBERS’ MEETING 

9 November 2019, 1pm till 4.30pm, starting with a bring
and share lunch.

St Andrew’s Church, Short Street, London SE1 8LJ

“Borrowed Time, Faith and Extinction”, a discussion with Stefan
Skrimshire and Jeremy Kidwell,  lead researchers of the Religion

and Extinction Project.  

Open to all, non-members welcome.

Join Now
Membership on line starts at just £2 a month.
Please go to greenchristian.org.uk/join-us/.

Or use the form below and send
with your remittance to: 
Green Christian Membership, Richard and
Nicky Kierton, Flat 1,
31 St James Terrace, Buxton SK17 6HS

Please tick:

Standard Membership £30 

Joint/Family/Corporate £40

Green Christian (the magazine only) £20

Church Membership (recommended) £40

Name

Address

Postcode
(GC88)


